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Readings for orientation to research and scholarship
Compiled in this form January 2020
This short set of readings is intended to encourage the reader to be critical, to question, to doubt.
I wish had found sources for the following statements, but I did not find them said just the way I
present them here:
Questioning is the beginning of wisdom.
Wisdom is knowing what you do not know and what you cannot know.
Inspired by Socrates as recorded in Plato, Apology 21d
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/I_know_that_I_know_nothing

Sources for the readings
Full text of required sections is in this document
Translation of first quotation from Goethe’s Faust (with some changes by DS, putting faithful
rendering of meaning ahead of rhyme and meter) from
Faust: A tragedy: Interpretive notes, contexts, modern criticism (Norton Critical Editions). 2. ed.
by Johann Wolfgang von Goethe.
Walter W. Arndt (Translator), Cyrus Hamlin (Editor)
W.W. Norton; September 2000. 737 p. # ISBN: 0393972828
Second Faust quotation translated by DS.
How Lama Ted diverted a hurricane
from
Davis, Philip 3., 1923The thread : a mathematical yarn.
Boston : Birkhaeuser; 1983. 126 p. : ill. ; 21 cm.
ebook $74.99
https://www.springer.com/us/book/9780817630973?wt_mc=ThirdParty.SpringerLink.3.EPR653.A
bout_eBook#otherversion=9781468467246
Diesing, Paul
Patterns of discovery in the social sciences.
Chicago: Aldine • Atherton; 1971. 350 p. Chapter 1. Introduction, p. 1-25
ebook published 2017, introduction in free preview
https://www.taylorfrancis.com/books/9781315126142
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Faust. Der Tragödie erster Teil (The Tragedy's First Part)
Nacht.
In einem hochgewölbten, engen gotischen Zimmer. Faust, unruhig auf seinem Sessel am
Pulte.
Night.
In a narrow, high-vaulted Gothic chamber, FAUST, restless in his armchair by the desk,

Faust
Habe nun, ach! Philosophie,
Juristerei und Medizin,
Und leider auch Theologie
Durchaus studiert, mit heißem Bemühn.
Da steh ich nun, ich armer Tor!
Und bin so klug als wie zuvor;
Heiße Magister, heiße Doktor gar
Und ziehe schon an die zehen Jahr
Herauf, herab und quer und krumm
Meine Schüler an der Nase herumUnd sehe, daß wir nichts wissen können!
Das will mir schier das Herz verbrennen.
Zwar bin ich gescheiter als alle die Laffen,
Doktoren, Magister, Schreiber und Pfaffen;
Mich plagen keine Skrupel noch Zweifel,
Fürchte mich weder vor Hölle noch Teufel Dafür ist mir auch alle Freud entrissen,
Bilde mir nicht ein, was Rechts zu wissen,
Bilde mir nicht ein, ich könnte was lehren,
Die Menschen zu bessern und zu bekehren.
Auch hab ich weder Gut noch Geld,
Noch Ehr und Herrlichkeit der Welt;
Es möchte kein Hund so länger leben!
Drum hab ich mich der Magie ergeben,
Ob mir durch Geistes Kraft und Mund
Nicht manch Geheimnis würde kund;
Daß ich nicht mehr mit saurem Schweiß
Zu sagen brauche, was ich nicht weiß;
Daß ich erkenne, was die Welt
Im Innersten zusammenhält,
Schau alle Wirkenskraft und Samen,
Und tu nicht mehr in Worten kramen.

Faust
I have pursued, alas, philosophy,
Jurisprudence, and medicine,
And, help me God, theology,
With fervent zeal through thick and thin.
And here, poor fool, I stand once more,
No wiser than I was before.
They call me Magister, Doctor, no less,
And for some ten years, I would guess,
Going up and down, through tos and fros
Have led my pupils by the nose And see there is nothing we can know!
It sears my heart to find it so.
True, I know more than those imposters,
Those parsons and scribes, doctors and masters;
No doubt can plague me or conscience cavil,
I stand not in fear of hell or devilBut then, all delight for me is shattered;
I do not pretend to worthwhile knowledge,
Don't flatter myself I can teach in college
To better people and to reform them.
Nor have I estate or moneyed worth,
Nor honor or splendor of this earth;
No dog would live out such wretched part!
So I resorted to Magic's art,
To see if by spirit’s might and word
Many a secret might be revealed;
So I need toil no longer so,
Propounding what I do not know;
So I may learn what keeps the world
Together in its inmost core,
Behold all creative force and seed
And no more peddle in empty words

Part 2, Act 2, Gothisches Zimmmer (High-vaulted Gothic chamber). Mephistopheles
Wer kann was Kluges, wer was Dummes denken,
Das nicht die Vorwelt schon gedacht?

Who something wise, who something dumb can think
That generations past have not already thought?
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How Lama Ted diverted a hurricane
Philip Davis, The Thread, p. 89 -95
The man whom I shall call Lama Ted came directly to Providence from Sikkim.
One sees him occasionally on the street wearing saffron robes and a triangular
saffron cap. He works in the kitchen of a sandwich shop popular with the art
students. . . .
But the great story of his first days in Providence, said Sam, was how Lama Ted
prevented a hurricane from devastating the East Coast of the United States - from
Eastport to Sandy Hook. It came about in this way. Arriving safely in Providence
after a long and tiring flight, Lama Ted spent several weeks resting and settling
himself in. At the end of this time, which must have been around the beginning of
October, he told Sam that he wanted to commemorate his safe trip by sacrificing
to the Spirits of the Waters. For this purpose he would need convenient access to
the ocean. Sam took him down to India Point Park which borders on the northern
tip of Narragansett Bay. Technically, this is ocean with a tide of several feet
whose rise and fall is tabulated in the Providence Almanac. There are sea gulls
and all that, but Lama Ted decided that the ocean at Providence was not
sufficiently extensive and open and that in any case he would need a place such as
a bridge where he would be above an expanse of water. Sam told him about the
Mount Hope Bridge about twenty miles south of the city. Lama Ted thought this
place would be acceptable and told Sam he would go by bus the following week
on a day to be determined ritually. His plan was to buy a round trip ticket to
Newport, get off at the bridge, perform the ceremony and return.
Three or four days before the set day, the radio began reporting that a storm of
hurricane proportions was making its way up the Atlantic Coast from the
Caribbean. The storm was being watched carefully and given a name - let's call it
Felicia. Its cyclonic wind velocity was determined to be very high indeed and its
movement northward was carefully plotted and projected forward. Felicia was
expected to pass over Long Island and Southern New England on precisely the
afternoon that Lama Ted had selected for his sacrifice.
The storm warnings now extended from Cape Hatteras to Newfoundland. The
owners of small vessels tied up in marinas were advised to secure their ships and
householders along the south eastern coast of Long Island were alerted for
possible evacuation. The morning brought a steady downpour of heavy warm rain
and the winds rose steadily in strength. Travellers’ advisories were pronounced.
By eleven o’clock in the morning, businesses and institutions in the Rhode Island
area allowed their people to go home. Schools and scheduled events were
cancelled. Radio Cassandras reminded us to lay in a supply of candles and canned
goods and to fill our bathtubs with fresh water. The winds approached 45 with
occasional gusting to 65. The barometer fell below twenty-nine inches. The streets
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were strewn with large branches snapped from trees. Flooding in cellars was
widely reported. The keepers of the hurricane gates just below downtown
Providence lowered this barrier against a possible tidal wave up the bay such as
had inundated the city in 1938 and once again in 1954.
In the middle of this storm and meteorological apprehension, carrying an umbrella
which the winds soon made useless, Lama Ted found his way to the central bus
station in Providence to catch the 1:00 P.M. bus to Newport. Sam says that at that
time the Lama had an English vocabulary of perhaps a dozen words and that he
had drilled him in three particular words: "Providence," "Newport," and “Mt.
Hope Bridge." The bus was strangely on time, Lama Ted bought his round trip
ticket and told an incredulous driver, "Mt, Hope Bridge."
Acquidneck Island, formerly called Rhode Island - this is the original Rhode
Island while the mainland portion of the state was known as Providence
Plantations - is a triangular island about fifteen miles in length, on which there are
three cities: Portsmouth, Middletown, and Newport. The island is reached by
three bridges, the great Newport suspension bridge from the west and the Mount
Hope and Tiverton Bridges from the north and east. The Mount Hope Bridge
joining Bristol on the mainland and Portsmouth on Acquidneck is also a
suspension bridge, the second largest in New England, more than a mile in total
length with a central segment better than a hundred feet above the passageway
joining Mount Hope and Narragansett Bays. The bridge has a toll barrier on the
Bristol side and is not customarily open to pedestrians.
The bus made its way along the highway in lakes of water. Believing that Lama
Ted could not conceivably have any business at the bridge itself, the driver let him
off at the college just short of the bridge. Lama Ted found his way through the
warm driving rain to the bridge entrance, past the toll booth and up the span to the
highest position. There he performed the ceremony of sacrifice to the Spirits of
the Waters. As a part of the ceremony, he cast off onto the waters long paper
streamers and flags on which prayers and verses were written in Sikkimese and
Tibetan characters.
A car proceeding northward to Bristol spotted him and reported at the toll gate
that a nut dressed up in a costume was at the middle of the bridge doing some very
strange things. Perhaps it was a case of suicide. The toll gate called up the Bristol
police and within a few minutes a patrol car with a siren and a flashing red dome
light picked up Lama Ted and brought him down to the Portsmouth side. Here
was a strange bird indeed, but obviously no nut. Lama Ted now used his one
relevant word over and over: "Providence, Providence." The Bristol police, as a
courtesy to strangers - I doubt if they realized he had travelled from the foothills of
Kanchenjunga, the second highest mountain in the Himalayas, to Mt. Hope, the
second longest bridge in New England - were all set to drive him back to
Providence in the storm and indicated as much by grunts and signs. The Lama
caught their meaning and showed them the return portion of his bus ticket. The
police then kept him in the Portsmouth station and flagged down the next bus
back to Providence.
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In the meanwhile, the prayer strips cast from the bridge were buffeted by the
winds of gale strength but found their way down to the waters and lay upon the lee
of Mt. Hope Bay. From there the message of the verses passed through
Narragansett Bay to Rhode Island Sound, thence to the open Atlantic, possibly to
the Antilles to the south or to Newfoundland to the north where the Spirits of the
Waters may then have been residing. The winds veered and receded. The
mechanism of the hurricane ground strangely to a halt. By the time Lama Ted was
back in Providence, the rain had stopped and the sun was shining.
The next morning the Providence Journal reported that the hurricane had abruptly
turned eastward, sooner than predicted, and had blown out to sea with only minor
damage. The reason for this perturbation was not given, nor was the reason
perceived as clearly as Sam had done.
What is reason? What is belief? [emphasis added]
Years ago, William James gave a public lecture and said, "Many of us in this hall
believe in democracy, in liberal Christianity, and in the existence of the atom, all
for reasons that are not worthy of the name."
Should he have listed the Yeti and the Spirit of the Waters?
Presumably William James, American philosopher
William James was an American philosopher and psychologist, and the first educator to offer a
psychology course in the United States. James is considered to be a leading thinker of the late
nineteenth century, one of the most influential philosophers of the United States, and the "Father of
American psychology". Wikipedia
Born: January 11, 1842, New York, NY
Died: August 26, 1910, Chocorua, NH
Education: Harvard Medical School (1864–1869), MORE
Influenced by: Charles Sanders Peirce, Gustav Fechner, MORE
This might be the hurricane of the story

September 26, 1961 – Hurricane Esther moved within 35 miles of the south coast of Rhode Island and
Massachusetts as a Category 1 hurricane, before subsequently making a sharp right turn and then making
a loop, returning as a tropical storm five days later. Esther remained offshore, but produced hurricaneforce wind-gusts from Block Island, Rhode Island, eastward across Cape Cod, Massachusetts, Nantucket,
and Martha's Vineyard. There was less damage than in Hurricane Donna one year prior. Wind gusts of
75 mph (121 km/h) to 90 mph (145 km/h) occurred onshore.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_New_England_hurricanes#20th_century

Two famous quotes on research methods
For each quote, there is a bit of optional context and history for those who might be interested.
First quote by Niels Bohr

"Washing dishes works just like language. We have dirty water and dirty
dishcloths, and yet we manage to finally get the plates and glasses clean. In
language, too, we have to work with unclear concepts and [a form of] logic
whose scope is restricted in an unknown way, and yet we use it to bring
some clarity into our understanding of nature."
Niels Bohr (1885 - 1962), Danish physicist who made foundational contributions to
understanding atomic structure and quantum theory, Nobel Prize 1922.
Bohr was also a philosopher and a promoter of scientific research. Wikipedia
as reported by Werner Heisenberg (1901-1976), German physicist, developed the first mathematical representation of quantum mechanics, discovered the uncertainty principle. Nobel Prize 1932.
From
Werner Heisenberg
Der Teil und das Ganze: Gespräche im Umkreis der Atomphysik.
[The part and the whole: Conversations around atomic physics]
Munich, Germany: Piper 1969. 334 p. (quote on p. 190)
English: Arnold J. Pomerans (Translator)
Physics and Beyond: Encounters and Conversations
New York, NY: Harper & Row 1971. 247 p. (quote on p. 137)
0061316229 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physics_and_Beyond
The book is a memoir with many conversations among famous physicists. The context for the
quote is a group of physicists spending time in Heisenberg's mountain cottage.
Quote German. Nach dem Essen ergab sich bei der Verteilung der Pflichten, dass Niels [Bohr]
das Geschirr waschen wollte, während ich den Herd sauber machte, andere Holz hackten oder
sonst Ordnung schafften. Dass in einer solchen Almküche die hygienischen Anforderungen nicht
denen der Stadt entsprechen können, bedarf keiner Erwähnung. Niels kommentierte diesen
Sachverhalt, indem er sagte:
„Mit dem Geschirrwaschen ist es doch genau wie mit der Sprache. Wir haben
schmutziges Spülwasser und schmutzige Küchentücher, und doch gelingt es, damit die
Teller und Gläser schließlich sauberzumachen. So haben wir in der Sprache unklare
Begriffe und eine in ihrem Anwendungsbereich in unbekannter Weise eingeschränkte
Logik, und doch gelingt es damit Klarheit in unser Verständnis der Natur zu bringen."
Quote English. After the meal, we established a roster of duties: Niels would wash up, I would
clean the stove, the others would chop wood or sweep the hut. It goes without saying that our
primitive kitchen would have caused a sanitary inspector’s hair to stand on end. Niels [Bohr]
commented on this state of affairs as follows: [See box on top.]

Second quote, ascribed to Kurt Lewin as one of his signature quotes, which he repeated often.

"There is nothing as practical as a good theory" or
"Nothing is so practical as a good theory"
Kurt Lewin (/ləˈviːn/ lə-VEEN; 9 September 1890 – 12 February 1947) was a German-American
psychologist, known as one of the modern pioneers of social, organizational, and applied
psychology in the United States.[2] Exiled from the land of his birth, Lewin made a new life for
himself, in which he defined himself and his contributions within three lenses of analysis:
applied research, action research, and group communication were his major offerings to the field
of communication. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kurt_Lewin
But this aphorism does not originate with Lewin. It has a long history that demonstrates its
resonance and importance. I give a summary of this history from
Arthur G. Bedeian (2016),"
A note on the aphorism “there is nothing as practical as a good theory”,
Journal of Management History, Vol. 22 Iss 2 pp. 236 - 242
http://dx.doi.org/10.1108/JMH-01-2016-0004.
Earliest mention found is in an 1873 book by German educator Friedrich W. Dörpfeld
Grundlinien einer Theorie des Lehrplans: zunächst der Volks- and Mittelschule
(An Outline of a Theory of the Curriculum: Initially for Primary and Middle Schools).
The following “motto”, appears on its title page:
"Eine richtige Theorie ist das Praktischste, was es gibt."
“A correct theory is the most practical thing there is”.
In an advertisement for his book, Dörpfeld used a variation
"Es gibt nichts Praktischeres als eine gute Theorie"
“There is nothing more practical than a good theory”.
This version was highly quoted in Germany. The American psychologist and educator G. Stanley
Hall often used “Nothing is so practical as a good theory” starting in 1882. It was repeated by
many.
The form "Yet nothing is so practical as a good theory" appeared in an advertisement extolling
their research placed by the General Electric Company in many newspapers in 1920.
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Introduction

Books on social science methodology mostly fall into one of two classes.
First, there are "methods" books, works which introduce the student to
research techniques in some specialized area of the social sciences. Each
field has its own methods: there are methods in social research, methods
in cultural anthropology, research methods in human relations, and so on.
These are "how-to-do-it" books. The student is taught how to write questionnaries, conduct interviews, calculate chi-squares, administer tests, write
computer programs, and do whatever else is required in his special field
of interest. Such books must be revised frequently, because new techniques
are constantly appearing and old ones being modified. Then there are "method" or "scientific method" books. These are more abstract discussions of
science in general, referring to specific fields only to illustrate what is true
of all science at all times.
My approach is midway between these two. The methods I investigate
are not the hundreds of particular scaling, testing, interviewing, and statistical techniques, nor the timeless logic of science in general, but rather the
four or five different methods or modes of procedure, incorporating particular techniques as parts, that social scientists use today. By "method" or
"mode of procedure'' I mean the whole series of steps that a scientist or
research team follows in the process of making a contribution to a field of
knowledge. Not everything a scientist does is part of his method-teaching
seminars in the subject, applying for research grants, politicking to get his
theories accepted-but only those things that are an essential part of the
achievement of knowledge. I call these methods "patterns of discovery,"
using the terminology of the late Norwood Hanson (1958), because I am
dealing with the whole process of inquiry, the whole process of "discovering" or creating or developing knowledge, and not just the verification aspect.
To discuss "methods" rather than method does not imply that there is
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no one basic method of science. However, a premature interest in this one
method forces one's attention to move to so abstract a level that much of
what scientists do must be ignored as technical detail. Consequently, one's
account tends to become thin and abstract, and attention shifts to philosophical puzzles of little interest to scientists; or, in the attempt to achieve
richness of detail, one tends mistakenly to identify a particular method, say,
the method of nuclear physicists or experimental psychologists, with the
general method of science. General scientific method is best discussed only
after one has begun to appreciate the variety that exists in methods now in
use.

Types of Methods
If one's attention is directed to differences among methods, the most obvious
difference is that between the clinical and the experimental method. This difference has often been noticed and has been accounted for in a great variety of ways. If one wishes to reduce differences to a minimum, one can say
that there are only these two basic methods, the clinical and the experimental. However, with a bit of attention, one notices that survey methods are
distinguishable from experimentation and that there are also variants of
the clinical method, notably participant observation. One also finds that formal methods have characteristics that distinguish them from both clinical
and experimental approaches, and that there are in turn several formal
methods.
One could go on and make further distinctions, but let us provisionally
stop here and say there are at present four main types of methods in use:
experimentation, statistical survey research, participant-observer and clinical methods, and formal methods. For the time being, computer simulation can still be treated as a formal method, though perhaps in a few more
years it may be more appropriately regarded as a fifth and distinct method.
Participant-observer and clinical methods can also be distinguished, but
it is more convenient to group them together, to keep the list down to four.
Such a list is not intended as a definitive classification of existing methods,
but only as a set of initial distinctions useful for exploring the field. As one
continues his investigations, it may become necessary to make further distinctions of varying degrees of sharpness and to notice continuities or over-·
lapping between methods initially distinguished from each other.
Let us glance at each of these methods briefly to note their main characteristics.
The experimental method has been most fully developed among the
social sciences in psychology and in social psychology. It has variables as
its subject matter, that is, any natural occurrences that exhibit measurable
variations in incidence, or rate of occurrence, or rate of change of occurrence. Its principal objectives are to discover variables that behave in a
Jawlike fashion and to discover the laws governing their variation. Pre-
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sumably everything in nature changes somehow, but the experimentalist
tries to find regular changes that can be described in relatively simple and
precise terms. Originally variables were studied in pairs, but later Fisher's
statistical work (1935) enabled experimenters to deal with three or more
variables simultaneously. When a pair of variables is being studied, one
is ordinarily treated as an independent variable ("cause") and the other
as a dependent variable ("effect"). The correlations that may be found
between the two serve as a first approximation or ingredient of some prospective law. More complex correlations and partial correlations among
three or more variables point to more complex laws.
The experimental procedure, in outline, is to locate a potentially lawlike
variable by examining previous experimental results and trying to find
masking effects that disguised or covered over some hidden correlation.
Theory is useful for suggesting possible masking effects and possible hidden
correlations. It is also possible to examine a case study or even one's own
experience with the help of theory, to locate a possible lawlike variable, but
this approach is more difficult and less likely to succeed because of the chaotic
appearance of ordinary experience. The searching of ordinary experience is
likely to be a haphazard, hit-or-miss affair, while the searching of experimental results can be more systematic because of the regularity of the data.
Next, one imagines an experimental situation in which the masking
effects are removed or controlled so that the hidden correlation can be
plainly observed. Control can be achieved in a variety of ways, including
holding the masking factors constant, eliminating them entirely, limiting
their range of variation, counteracting them, and subtracting their presumed
effects statistically from the results. Once the controls are set up, the next
steps are to introduce the independent variable and then measure the change
in the dependent variable. The results are then compared with previous
experimental results to see whether one has moved closer to the presumed
hidden correlation. If one has moved closer, one continues the search in
the same direction; if not, one starts looking in a different direction. Tests
of significance are used to determine whether it is worthwhile to continue the
search in the same direction or advisable to try something different. Significance criteria are set at a level such that not too many promising leads
are discarded prematurely and not too many blind alleys are preserved;
however, such tests are advisory only.
It is also possible to begin one's work by examining plausible speculations on a subject, then operationalizing some of the key concepts and
devising ground-breaking experiments. Such initial experiments cannot be
expected to produce immediate success; they serve only to start the long
search for hidden variables and correlations.
As the investigator gradually refines his variables and strengthens his
correlations, he also tries to determine the limits of their validity. Do they
hold only for college sophomores? For men only, or for women, too?
For Japanese? Navahos? Frequently some speculation or theory can be
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used to suggest a class of subjects for whom the correlation might not hold,
or for whom it holds very strongly. Such investigations not only uncover
limits but also put one on the track of more general laws of which the
original correlation was an instance.
Checking can occur throughout the search process. It is possible at any
stage to repeat the experiment in a different place with a different experimenter and different instances of the variable to see whether the same
results occur. However, most published instances of what are called "replication" are actually part of the search process, since small changes are made
in the experimental setup in hopes of getting a slightly better correlation or
of uncovering new limits on the original correlation. True replications,
changing only experimenter, place, and specific subjects, are usually left
to students, and their frequent failures to get the same results are explained
as being due to inexperience.
Once the initial objective, a general law, is achieved and checked, attention shifts to the discovery of new laws. These may be supplementary, in
that they limit the range of validity or applicability of the original law, or
they may state the effects of the original dependent variable on other variables. The eventual result envisioned is a kind of network of linked variables,
extending endlessly in all directions.
In the experimental method, definitions are always at least partly operational. Definitions of independent variables include a statement of the operations by which they are introduced and controlled, and definitions of dependent
variables include a statement of the operations and measurements by
which their presence can be determined. The reason is that the experimental discovery of laws depends on actual operations with the variables
involved, which is possible only if the variables are reduced to operational terms. Similarly, replication is possible only if the original operations have been specified. It is not necessary to have a completely operational definition; in many cases it is thought that a single concept, for
instance "group cohesion," can have several different operational definitions, all sharing a vague common core of meaning. However, each
new operational definition produces some shift of meaning, perhaps a
large shift. Consequently, widespread use of the experimental method
tends to produce a proliferation of variables and laws, many vaguely
overlapping, rather than the single clear network of laws originally anticipated. When attempts are made to collect and systematize large numbers of empirical laws, as in March and Simon's Organizations (1958),
the results are suggestive rather than precise because of the shifting
meanings of the central variables.
This difficulty in producing truly general laws is one of the chief problems
in the experimental method in the social sciences, along with such problems
of controlling variables as experimenter bias. Experimentation is effective in
producing five-page reports in psychology journals, but these reports are
consolidated only very gradually into a system of general laws. Conse-
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quently, scientists interested in developing general theory in a hurry sometimes shift to other methods, particularly the formal method, which are
better adapted to the problems of general theory.
The survey method was devised to overcome another problem of the
experimental method: the difficulty of dealing experimentally with large and
complex subject matter. Experimentation always involves a considerable
abstraction from natural complexity, and scientists who wanted to study complex sets of variables in their natural setting devised the survey method for
this purpose. However, survey research has developed well beyond this original purpose and become a method in its own right, one that has been
combined with and enriched other methods and has also produced its own
kind of theory.
The experimental difficulty of dealing with large and complex subjects is
met in the survey method by sampling and by substituting statistical controls for experimental ones. Similarly, correction and validation involve
primarily the statistical manipulation of data. With the continuing development of statistical techniques it has become possible to devise quite complex
research designs, involving many variables in a variety of relationships
and yielding complex correlations. Thus the austere limits of the classical
experimental method are transcended, and the complexity of actual societies
can be more adequately handled.
Another advantage of the survey method is that it combines readily with all
other methods. Experimentation has been enriched by statistical controls,
for instance by using sampling techniques to select experimental subjects.
Participant observers have used sample surveys to extend the range of their
observations, while survey researchers have used a variety of clinical and
quasi-clinical techniques, such as focused and unfocused interviews, various degrees of participant observation, and projective devices, to enrich their
data. The variety of combinations in use is so great that survey research
and participant observation can now be seen as two ends of a continuum
rather than as two distinct kinds of methods. Formal methods have also
used survey research data to provide interpretations and probable values
of formal variables and to suggest new variables and relationships.
The participant-observer method was first developed by anthropologists, though it is also frequently used by sociologists, social psychologists, political scientists, and organization theorists. Its primary subject
matter is a single, self-maintaining social system. The system may be a
small community with its own culture, or a larger society with its culture,
or a small and relatively isolated neighborhood, or a gang, clique, voluntary organization, or family, or a formal organization or institution,
or a person (clinical method), or a historical period. In each case the
emphasis is on the individuality or uniqueness of the system, its wholeness
or boundedness, and the ways it maintains its individuality. The primary
objective is to describe the individual in its individuality, as a system of
rules, goals, values, techniques, defense or boundary-maintaining mech-
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anisms, exchange or boundary-crossing mechanisms, socialization procedures, and decision procedures. In one. important variant, the primary
interest is in recurring processes within or around such individual systems.
The procedure is, first, to become socialized into the system, to learn a
set of roles and normative elements, to form relationships, and thus to
participate in the normal routines and occasional crises of the system. If
the system is small, the researcher can gradually turn himself into an analogue of the system, so that he reacts as it reacts, feels as it feels, thinks
and evaluates as it does. The next step is to make this implicit knowledge
(Polanyi's "personal knowledge," verstehen in a sense) explicit. The
researcher constructs hypotheses about parts of the system out of the recurrent themes that come to his attention and tests these hypotheses against a
variety of data-what he sees, what others tell him, how he reacts, and
how others react to his probing actions. Many detailed hypotheses are gradually combined into a model of the whole system, whose parts are tested
by how well they fit together and how well they agree with the data.
The system model is continually checked against new data and revised.
Since the researcher is part of the system he studies, new data are continually coming in and the model is never quite completed. Other researchers
contribute further checks by providing their own models of the system, which
are compared with one another for coherence as well as with the various
sets of data.
All through this process the researcher is continually comparing his case
with others familiar to him, looking for similarities and differences, and
using one case to suggest things to look for in another. One eventual result
of such a process of comparison is a typology, a classification of cases according to similarities and differences. Further study of a type should lead
to hypotheses about which of its characteristics are particularly important
in determining the rest and what are the dynamics of the type. Comparison
of widely differing types enables one to search for still more general characteristics of many kinds of human systems-universal or nearly universal values, institutions, system problems, mechanisms, and the like. General theorizing of this sort tries to transcend the relativity inherent in the participantobserver method by looking for general characteristics of human systems,
though it still recognizes that these characteristics vary considerably in detail.
At' least three other methods similar to participant observation can be
distinguished. First, the clinical method used in clinical psychology and
psychiatry is basically the same in that it deals with a whole, unique, selfmaintaining system-in this case a person-and aims at construction of a
system model; it involves the intimate participation of the therapist in the
functioning of his subject matter, so as to develop an intuitive understanding of it; it involves the development of specific hypotheses out of recurring
themes and the testing of them against several kinds of data, including
the clinician's own reactions and the responses to his probing actions; and
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it involves the continuous reconstruction of the system model in terms of
internal coherence and of agreement with the continuing supply of data. It
falls short of participant observation at its best in that the clinician cannot,
in principle, get as complete an inside understanding of his subject as can
a group of field workers. If the personality is, in part, a system of roles and
role expectations, the clinician participates in it by taking one or two roles
that are offered him. He can then participate in and observe the activity
of his subject in those roles. But the subject's activity in other roles, as
husband, father, employee, and the like, is not accessible to direct
observation and must be reconstructed intuitively from the subject's reports.
This makes for an incompleteness of observation that is not necessarily
the case for field studies. A partial solution to the clinician's problem is
to study a whole family, but this approach is likely to sacrifice some of
the depth of knowledge that can be achieved by concentrating on a single
subject or part of one.
Another similar method is used by some historians when they attempt to
reconstruct a whole historical period out of available data and try to understand it, intuitively or "from the inside," as a kind of integrated system
with its own unique character or spirit. This method falls far short of the
clinical method in that the historian cannot participate in his subject matter
at all but must experience it vicariously and imaginatively. Nor is a historical period actually a self-maintaining system with actual boundaries;
even if it were, it would be much too large to reconstruct in all its inner
workings.
Still another similar method is occasionally proposed by some institutional
economists. In it the self-maintaining system to be studied is the total set
of institutions in which a particular economy functions, seen in historical
perspective. I have not succeeded in understanding this method adequately
since it seems to have remained a proposal rather than an actuality for over
a half century. However, it would seem to involve all the difficulties of the
historical method and more, owing to the size and complexity of its subject matter. Just as the participant-observer method has been most successful in studies of simple nonliterate societies or small formal organizations, so the most successful institutionalist studies have been of small
primitive economies (such as Polanyi, 1957). Attempts to study the U .S.
or world economy have necessarily involved great reliance on statistics
and thus have moved toward the survey research method, which is much
better suited to a large subject matter. My impression is that there is no one
institutionalist method predominant at the present time; some people who
call themselves institutionalists use statistical surveys, some use elaborate
econometric models, some use participant observation supplemented by
numerous statistics, and some use historical reconstruction. Conversely, if
a unified institutionalist method is ever fully developed, it will probably
be some amalgam of clinical-historical, survey research, and even formal
methods.
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Formal methods have long been in use in economics, and in recent
years have become important in a number of fields, including psychology,
sociology, international politics, and some newer interdisciplinary fields.
These methods are in particularly rapid development right now, so it is
difficult to give an adequate description that will not soon be outdated. Nor
is it easy to summarize all the varied and sometimes contradictory methodological devices that are being tried out.
The subject matter of a formal method is a formal system of logical
relationships abstracted from all the varied empirical content it might have
in the real world. For example, the classical economic theory of the firm
dealt with the structure involved in any process of production using any
materials at any set of relative prices with any technology. It is supposed
that this formal structure is present in the real world in some way or to
some extent, and that there it determines the course of events. The initial
objective of the formal method is to construct a model of a system or
process that can be exemplified empirically.
The first step in the procedure is to set up a first approximation or baseline model by laying down a minimum set of postulates and definitions.
These may be derived from some empirical theory by abstracting from its
empirical content and thus laying bare its implicit logical structure, as
Simon did with Romans' theory (Simon, 1957, eh. 6). More frequently,
they are derived by dividing an empirical process into its obvious parts and
stating the necessary relations (or in some cases, all possible relations)
between those parts.
A minimum set of postulates is one that is sufficient to generate roughly
the kind of dynamics the scientist wishes to study. The next step is to
deduce, either logically or mathematically or by computer simulation, the
inherent dynamics of the system, that is, the set of changes that is determined by the system's internal structure, apart from external influences
and apart from any empirical content such as particular values of the
system's variables or parameters. (A variable here is some quantitative
characteristic of the system that can change, and a parameter is some
characteristic of the environment that is given for the system.) Some
systems, such as neoclassical price theory, are equilibrium systems; that
is, their inherent dynamics lead toward a steady state. In this case the
factors that produce and maintain equilibrium can be determined, together
with the way the equilibrium value depends on the value of each factor.
Other systems fluctuate aro"und an equilibrium point or line, as, for
instance, business cycle models. In this case the shape and range of the
fluctuations and the location of the equilibrium point can be deduced,
together with the dependence of each on the system variables. Other
systems, such as those of stochastic learning theory, approach a limit
whose value is determinately related to structure and to initial values. Still
others, such as population models, go off to infinity if left to themselves,
at a determinate rate; and some simply fluctuate indeterminately. Many
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systems are compound; that is, they have multiple possible outcomes,
depending on the initial values of certain variables. For example, in
Simon's Berlitz model there is an indifference line; any state of the system
lying above the line moves to infinity (the person learns the language),
any state below it moves to zero (he stops studying). In some economic
growth models any ratio of capital formation to population increase above
a crucial rate leads to self-sustained growth (infinity), any lesser rate to
stagnation (equilibrfum), any rate less than a given minimum to bankruptcy (zero). In all these cases the formal theorist can deduce the way
in which the system's logical structure determines its dynamics.
The next step is to interpret the model. Interpretation consists of providing a set of rules of correspondence that relate formal terms of the theory
to empirical concepts; in this way the theory gets content and is related to
the empirical world. Each formal theory may have a variety of empirical
theories corresponding to it; the crucial requirement is that all the empirical
theories have the same logical structure as the formal theory they interpret.
If the initial definitions of the formal theory are derived from some empirical
theory, the latter provides a ready-made interpretation, but even here other
interpretations should be discoverable. In addition, the formal theorist may
provide "heuristic interpretations" as he goes along, to help the empirically minded reader to think through the theory.
Once interpretations are available it is possible to criticize and correct the
initial model. This proceeds by what is called the "method of successive
approximations." Correction can begin at either of two places, the initial
definitions and postulates or the derived system dynamics, and formal theorists have disagreed on which is the more appropriate (cf. MacEsich, 1961).
If one corrects through system dynamics, one compares the path or outcome of the system with empirical paths and outcomes and notes the divergence. Then one modifies some postulate or definition, or adds a new variable, in such a way as to shift the system closer to the empirically observed
paths. When the two paths are roughly similar (they cannot be identical
because random factors always distort the empirical path away from its
logical course) the theorist can assert in some fashion (depending on the
theory of truth he believes in) that he has now discovered the logical structure in the world that produces the empirically observed paths or outcomes.
If one corrects through initial postulates and definitions, one notes the divergence between the variables and relationships postulated in the formal
system and those known to exist in empirical reality. Then, one by one, the
missing variables are added and their effects on the system dynamics
worked out. When the two sets of variables and relationships roughly correspond (again, they cannot be identical) the theorist can assert that the
set of relationships present in that part of the world will of itself tend to produce the kind of dynamics expressed in the formal theory.
For mal methods do not normally produce laws relating pairs of variables; they produce models. However, parts of a model or deductions from
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a model can be selected and restated in the form of a lawlike sentence. Such
"formal laws" are not to be confused with empirical generalizations, which
describe factual, observable regularities, nor are they like functionalist
laws, which state empirical compatibilities and incompatibilities for some
type of empirical system. Rather, formal laws are a priori statements of
necessary connections between abstract entities. The "iron laws" of economics are examples of such a priori necessities. These laws need not be
exemplified in any particular instance because of empirical interferences and
accidents, and they cannot be empirically falsified, as I shall argue in
chapters 2-4.
This account is not intended as a definitive description and classification of
social science methods; it is only a preliminary statement of some obvious
differences among methods. It is intended to serve as an initial orientation,
a set of guideposts that will enable the reader to plot his approximate position as he wanders deeper into the thicket of actual practice. I am not
claiming that there are exactly four sharply distinct methods, rather than
three, six, or eight; rather, I am picking out four prominent locations in the
terrain and contrasting them with one another. Each of the locations can
serve not only as a guidepost but also as a point of departure for exploring the whole field of social science methods, and the field will look different
whenever one begins from a different point of departure.
Therefore, some of the broad generalizations made above will be qualified or even discarded as we go into more detail. Other generalizations will
hold from some standpoints but not from others. One example will illustrate.
As we study formal methods more carefully, we find that mathematical modelers also frequently undertake experiments, and when they do, their experiments differ in a number of important ways from the kind of experimentation I have summarized as "experimental method." I shall describe these
differences in detail in chapter 4. These differences did not always exist;
when mathematical modelers began experimenting about twenty years ago,
they used the experimental techniques then current and only gradually made
the nwdifications they found necessary for their purposes. Experimental
methods in other hands were developing in a rather different direction or
directions, so that by about 1965 one could say that two distinct kinds of experimentation were going on. I shall later call these two "formalist experiments" and "empiricist experiments." The description of experimental method above applies to empiricist experiments, apart from some recent develop
ments, but not to formalist experiments.
When we study the distinction between formalist and empiricist experiments,
we find that it sometimes wobbles and starts to disappear. When I describe
the distinction to a formalist, he understands and agrees, but when I try it
on an empiricist, he is puzzled and starts to argue. The distinction seems
perverse and pointless or even unintelligible to him. All experiments are basically the same, he will say; the only distinction worth making is between
good and bad experiments, and in the latter class belong a number of un-
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fortunate attempts by people who are better at mathematics than they are at
science. These attempts, he says, are characterized by crude, unimaginative
experimental design, an insensitive and overly rigid experimenter, and utterly
routine mechanical treatment of data. When I listen to such an argument,
I am at first persuaded that the distinction I thought I saw was an illusion;
but then I gradually notice the category of "formalist experiment" appearing in the argument in a distorted fashion. What shall we say, then? Are
there two kinds of experiment or one? It seems to me we should say that from
a formalist standpoint there are two kinds, while from the standpoint of an
empiricist experimenter there is only one. This conclusion, of course, is subject to modification as I talk to more experimenters of various kinds.
The various social science methods-let us assume as a first approximation
that there are about four-have developed to their present state gradually
over the past fifty years and are still developing, some rapidly and some
slowly. It may be that some of them are also instances of basic, timeless
modes of human knowledge (Sacksteder, 1963b), but I shall not consider this
possibility. As historical developments, they are all imperfect, incomplete,
just as scientific theories are always developing and incomplete. On the other
hand, they do not have any inherent, a priori shortcomings or limits that
may not eventually be overcome. In their present state they represent solutions to past problems of method and contain tensions and difficulties that will
induce future development.
The present differences among the methods described are both factual and
normative. A clinician and an experimenter, or a formalist and a survey researcher, follow different procedures, evaluate thcir developing work by
different standards, and aim at different goals. An adequate account of
these methods should cover all three aspects-procedures, goals and standards; it should show how procedures and goals are related, describe the
characteristic problems and typical solutions that arise out of the procedures,
and discuss the criteria for solution that the problems require.
The boundaries between the methods cut across the traditional social science fields. Clinical or case study methods occur not only in psychology
but also in anthropology, history, sociology, and political science. Statistical surveys are carried out by psychologists and political scientists as
well as by sociologists, and formal methods appear in all the social science
fields, now even in anthropology. Moreover, communication and co-operation occur primarily within the boundaries of a method, not within a field.
Thus, clinical psychologists and anthropologists have co-operated closely
for thirty years now, but clinical and experimental psychologists in the main
maintain a cold reserve. Economists formerly were relatively isolated, but
with the spread of formal methods to other fields have come to co-operate
increasingly with other formalists. Formal and institutional economists have
little polite to say to each other, but some institutionalists can work with
anthropologists and sociologists who deal in problems of social institutions
and cultures.
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Differences of method are not only barriers to communication and co-operation, but frequently sources of outright hostility and disdain. Experimenters
frequently regard clinicians as frauds and quacks, certainly not as scientists, and dismiss psychoanalytic theory as fiction; clinicians sometimes hold
equally uncomplimentary attitudes toward the trivialities of experimental
theory and the degrading manipulations of experimental method. Both,
however, can agree in regarding formalists as prescientific spinners of abstractions; their models are called "toys" (Romans, 1961, pp. 164,
190, 226, 329), useless at best (Martindale, 1959, pp. 88-89), and
usually misleading (Pollis and Koslin, 1962); and their mathematical constructions are regarded as deliberate attempts to disguise the triviality and
even the falsity of their empirical assumptions.
Not all contenders are equal in this contest of mutual disdain; the experimentalists and survey researchers are dominant, perhaps becuase there are
more of them or perhaps because it is easier to argue that all science is essentially experimental. The dominant view goes something like this: Science
is the experimental (or experimental-statistical) search for general laws that
relate two or more variables. Experimentation is defined with varying degrees of strictness; to the pure experimentalist even statistical work is suspect,
while to the survey researcher, laboratory experimentation is too artificial
and too limited to be very useful. Clinical work is not science; it is either a
kind of history (case history), or a prescientific exploration for appropriate
variables with which to experiment, or downright fraud. Formal work is
mostly a misguided and premature aping of the "more advanced" sciences.
Physicists or chemists (according to this viewpoint) can properly construct
'mathematical theories because so many empirical general laws have already
been discovered in these fields, and their mathematics merely relates or
summarizes the laws in a theory, but in social science very few laws (if
any) have as yet been thoroughly verified, so there is nothing to summarize. Consequently, if one dissects one of those mathematical monsters that
formalists are constructing, one finds its genuine empirical content to be
either trivial or false. The only proper use for nonstatistical mathematics
at present is in the deduction of hypotheses from other hypotheses for experimental verification.
This view, or something like it, is so pervasive that even some clinicians
and formalists adopt it. Periodically one reads declarations by clinicians that
psychoanalysis ought to become "scientific," and there are even a few misguided attempts to make it so-misguided because "science" is defined according to the experimental ideal rather than in a way appropriate to clinical
experience. An occasional formalist or clinician will confess privately, "I'm
not really a scientist at all, you know" (cf. Gladwin and Sarason, 1953,
p. 438).
I think this view is false. It thoroughly distorts both clinical and formal
methods and may even be misleading in its interpretation of experimental
work. More generally, I think the widespread attitude that there is only
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one scientific method, usually one's own, is unfortunate. It produces a distorted view of what other scientists are doing, and as a result blocks much
potentially fruitful co-operation on new methods and new theories. My main
purpose in this book is to argue against a single-method ethnocentrism and
to argue that each method is valid in its own way and has its own advantages and disadvantages. Insofar as one form of ethnocentrism is dominant,
I wish to argue against that form specifically and defend the other methods
against it. I wish to argue that social science is not at present, and ought
not to be concerned solely with the experimental-statistical verification of
hypotheses and the discovery of general laws.
My procedure will be to describe formal and case study methods-both participant-observer and clinical-in detail, exhibiting them as methods of discovery different from, but analogous to, experimental method. I shall show
that their strengths and weaknesses do not spring from the closeness of their
resemblance to experimentation but are an integral part of their own unique
approaches to knowledge. I shall not describe experimentation and survey
research in similar detail because these methods have already been thoroughly studied and described by methodologists. However, I shall from time to
time summarize various aspects of these methods to contrast them with corresponding aspects of formal and case study methods.
My relative neglect of experimentation and survey research is not intended
to disparage these methods, for which I have a high regard, bur rather to
correct the unduly low regard that some social scientists have for formal and
clinical and field methods. Nor do I think that further detailed study of experimentation and survey research is unnecessary; there have been some
interesting recent developments in experimental methodology that make previous accounts partly obsolete. That task, however, I leave to others.
My neglect of the social context of current social science is not based on a
belief that society has no impact on science, but only on the need to keep
my subject within manageable limits. A careful study of the social context of
American social science would undoubtedly lead to reinterpretations of the
methodological developments I shall describe, and I hope such studies can
build on mine.

The Logic of Discovery
My earlier statement that this book deals with patterns of discovery requires
clarification. Philosophers of science have disputed the question whether there
is a logic of discovery, and the present work is in part a contribution to that
dispute. The dispute turns in part, but only in part, on the meaning assigned
to the term "logic."
Some philosophers, defining "logic" as "deduction," have argued that
there can be no logic of discovery, since if we could deduce new knowledge
from old it would not really be new. They have further argued that there
is no order or method in the process of discovery at all, that "the creative
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side of science is wild and undisciplined" (Jarvie, 1964, p. 49).
In this view science is divided into two quite distinct parts, discovery and
justification, neither contributing anything to the other. Discovery proceeds
according to no rules or regularities of any sort, so all the methodologist
can do about it is to tell anecdotes, myths about such things as serpents
and benzene rings, to illustrate the proposition that new hypotheses can pop
up in the oddest ways. Justification, in contrast, is a regular process involving
rules of evidence, rules of inference, and rules of confirmation, so this is the
domain of logic and method.
Other philosophers, defining logic more broadly, have argued that there is
a logic of discovery. Norwood Hanson (1958, 1963) has argued for this
position in physics, while Abraham Kaplan has argued for it in the social
sciences (1964, pp. 12-18). Kaplan, following John Dewey's lead, defines
logic as the procedures scientists use when they are doing well as scientists
(p. 8). The task of the methodologist is to reconstruct, that is describe and
clarify, the logic or logics that scientists are using. The question of whether
there is a logic of discovery thus becomes empirical; one answers it affirmatively by describing, reconstructing, one or more such logics, and one
answers it negatively by disconfirming a proposed reconstruction.
The present work follows Kaplan 's lead by attempting to describe or "reconstruct" several logics that social scientists are now using. I have called
these logics "patterns of discovery," following Hanson, to indicate the tradition in which I am working. However, this phrase may be vague or misleading for readers not familiar with Hanson's or Kaplan's work, so I shall
specify it a bit.
The term discovery is misleading inasmuch as it suggests that scientists
are limited to finding something that is already there. The suggestion is that
social reality is given for the scientist and his only task is to imitate what is
there without changing it. But actually scientific knowledge is in large part
an invention or development rather than an imitation; concepts, hypotheses,
and theories are not found ready-made in reality but must be constructed.
Further, scientific knowledge is part of the process of self-awareness by
which societies and individuals "reconstruct" themselves, as I shall argue
in chapter 18, so that knowledge necessarily changes what is given. The
test of truth in the social sciences, as Dewe:y used to argue, is whether a
theory succeeds in changing its social referent, in some fashion that remains
to be specified.
Pattern is also a pretty vague term, as vague as method and logic.
It refers here to a regular, systematic, step-by-step series of procedures
used by some group of scientists. The procedures are not mechanical or
automatic, nor do they constitute an algorithm guaranteed to give results.
They are rather to be applied flexibly according to circumstances; their order
may vary, and alternatives are available at every step. In this respect they
are more like the search procedures incorporated in Newell and Simon's
"General Problem Solver" (1963) and in Cyert and March's simulation of
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managerial decision procedures (1963). To be sure, they are not sufficiently formalized to be put into a computer program, but they resemble the
complexity and susceptibility to unexpected results of a computer program
more than they do the austere single-mindedness of symbolic logic.
Justification and verification are not treated as a separate set of procedures
occurring after "discovery," but are included within the process of discovery. In some methods verification is scattered throughout the process, and
in others it occurs at one definite point; in some methods there are two or
more kinds of verification and in others there is only one; but in any case,
verification is always a subordinate part of a larger process of discovery. It
constitutes the check point or points in the process.
Most important, what is invented or developed is not just hypotheses but
the whole conceptual apparatus of science-methods and techniques, scales
and indices, variables and factors, concepts, hypotheses, and models. None
of these are either given to scientists or arbitrarily created ("conjectured") by
them; they are all worked out step by step in the regular procedure that constitutes scientific method.
I myself do not especially like the traditional phrase "logic of discovery,"
and prefer to describe scientific methods as "heuristics," but this term also
may have inappropriate connotations. "Heuristic" means for some people
a haphazard trial-and-error process, and I do not intend this connotation.
For others it is a term of disparagement applied to scientific work so poor
that it has no noticeable results; such·work at least has the heuristic value of
helping one avoid the same mistakes next time. Then there are the formalist's "heuristic interpretations," which help make his theory intelligible to
simple-minded empiricists. These connotations are all exaggerations of a
central core of meaning that may be roughly expressed as follows: a heuristic is a loosely systematic procedure for investigation or inquiry that gives
good results eventually and on the whole, but does not guarantee them in
any particular case and certainly cannot promise "optimum" results. Heuristic is opposed to algorithm and is similar to search (in Herbert Simon's
sense), research, inquiry, and the like.
I shall illustrate these points with an example from survey research, a
method not treated in detail in this book. One of the principal tasks of the
survey research method is the "discovery" of concepts. These concepts
should be related by operational definitions to variables that behave in a lawlike manner, and the variables in turn should be reliably measurable by
indices, scales, or test scores. All these subsidiary entities are also developed,
or in some cases adapted, in the process of developing a concept.
The concept I have chosen for an illustration is "intraception," and the
history of its development has been reported by Levinson et al. (1966). Intraception was first discussed and defined by Murray (1938) as follows: "The
dominance of feelings, fantasies, speculations, aspirations. An imaginative,
subjective human outlook. Romantic action." Vague as this definition and its
discussion by Murray may seem, he regarded it as a refinement of still vaguer
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concepts advanced by James and Jung. He felt that it singled out one component of the tender-mindedness and introversion complexes and made it
available for measurement.
Murray proposed several measures of intraception, but his primary interest was in the clarification of the concept. In contrast, the primary methodological focus in the Authoritarian Personality studies (Adorno et al., 1950)
was on measurement, and in particular on developing the so-called F scale.
One of the components of authoritarianism, as measured by the F scale,
turned out to be anti-intraception, which, however, was not always inversely
correlated with intraception. The F scale could then be used for further study
of intraception, anti-intraception, and extraception.
Further refinement of the concept was achieved by Levinson and his associates in their research on mental hospitals, in which they used the F scale
among other instruments. They developed the following definition: "Intraception is the disposition, expressed through various modalities, to emphasize
and differentiate psychological aspects of oneself and of the external world"
(Levinson et al., 1966, p. 126). They also developed an intraception
index with four indicators that intercorrelate in the .3 to .6 range. This
moderate level of correlation indicates that intraception as revised is still a
somewhat vague concept, perhaps multidimensional, and that still better
indicators could be developed.
The line of development here seems to move, on the concept side, from
vagueness and complexity toward explicitness and simplicity, and from
imaginative description toward lawlike correlations. (I have omitted the
discovered correlations from my summary.) On the measuring instrument
side, the line of development seems to move from broad general scales and
indices toward reliable, specific indices with high indicator intercorrelations.
The method, at the most general level, moves back and forth between concept and measurement, with the results of each used to refine and improve
the other. This back-and-forth movement appears both in the thirty-year
history of this line of research and in the detailed work of Levinson and his
associates, who describe their work as a continuing dialectic between concept
and empirical findings (1966, p. 129).
I select a second contrasting example from experimental work, another
method not discussed systematically in these pages. W. K. Estes, in a 1968
colloquium at Buffalo, reported some of his experimental work dealing with
the effect of nonreinforced trials on learning. His problem was set by the
fact that a number of experimental studies had shown that the learning curve
continues to rise during a series of nonreinforced trials, while a number of
other studies had reported a level curve for nonreinforced trials. His first
step was to search both sets of studies to find, if possible, some characteristics that were uniformly present in one group but not in the other. He
found one such characteristic: When the allowable time for response was 2
seconds or less, the learning curve rose during nonreinforcement; when
response time was more than 2 seconds, the curve remained level. His next
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step was to search the experimental literature for findings about response time
in the neighborhood of 2 seconds. He found a generalization that response
latency (the amount of time it takes to respond) in that type of learning
experiment begins at approximately 3 seconds on the average and, with
practice, shortens toward approximately 1 second. Este's next step was to
put these two findings into a deductive relationship. Together they implied
that when allowable response time was 2 seconds or less, for many subjects there was not sufficient time to respond on initial trials; but as latency
decreased with practice to below 2 seconds, the response rate would increase
independently of whether any additional learning was occurring. This suggested the hypothesis that the rising learning curve during nonreinforcement
was an artifact of the brief response time allowed; the rising curve did not
measure learning but rather a decrease of response latency. The next step
was to devise experiments to test this hypothesis (which, incidentally, was
confirmed).
This example differs from the previous one in that it concerns the work
of a single experimenter over several months, rather than groups of researchers over thirty years. Also a hypothesis rather than a concept was
"discovered," and its development preceded testing. Nevertheless, the
development phase was just as regular and systematic as the testing phase
and had its own logic and its own check points. Estes did not dream up his
hypothesis; he deduced it from propositions discovered by systematic search.
These two reports may not have accurately described what the researchers
were actually doing, and their work may have been atypical in various ways
and degrees. If I were to study their methods more systematically, I would
have to investigate both these questions. I would also have to be more specific about how, in the first example, concept led to improved scale or index
and how empirical findings led to improved concept. But the reports serve
to illustrate what I mean by calling scientific methods "heuristics" or "search
procedures" or "logics of discovery."
Perhaps the reader is now in a position to select his own name for the
present account of scientific method.

Method of the Present Work
Anyone who discusses method must eventually face the question of what
his method is. After some thought I have concluded that my method all
along has been that of participant observation. My approach is essentially
anthropological; I treat various methods as subcultures within the general
culture of science, each subculture belonging to a community within the
general society of social scientists. There are as many methods as there are
distinguishable communities of scientists, and the boundaries of each method
are those of the community that uses it.
A community is located by finding people who interact regularly with one
another in their work. They read and use each other's ideas, discuss each
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other's work, and sometimes collaborate. They have common friends,
acquaintances, intellectual ancestors, and opponents, and thus locate
themselves at roughly the same point in sociometric space. Their interaction
is facilitated by shared beliefs and values-goals, myths, terminology, selfconcepts-which make their work mutually intelligible and valuable. Although they do not all use exactly the same procedure in their work, there
is a great deal of similarity, and the differences are accepted as variant
realizations of the same values.
Conversely, the boundary of a community is marked by noninteraction,
and more definitely by interminable polemics and unresolved misunderstandings. Examination of the polemics reveals differences in beliefs, goals, and
values that make rational discussion and collaboration difficult or even
impossible.
A method consists of the actual procedures used by members of a community, and the variations of procedure illustrate the range of variants of the
method. Each method is justified and explained by an ideology or philosophy
of science which specifies the goals of science, the available and permissible
means, the impermissible errors, the proper subject matter, the heroic exemplars, and the unfortunate failures or pseudoscientific villains. Needless to
say, the actual method always deviates from the prescriptions of its associated
ideology, and the successful deviations are the source of change in method.
Some deviants are marginal men, in the sense that they have absorbed
parts of two different ideologies and have a diffuse or split identity, and
these deviants may mediate between two communities of scientists. If they are
successful, that is, accepted and imitated, they become the medium for
collaboration between the communities. Collaboration may lead to a regular
division of labor, to an interpenetration of ideologies, and sometimes eventually to a partial integration of the two communities. In this way two methods
may become variants of a single method, though the original methods may
also continue in use. Conversely, other deviants may develop variations in
a method that eventually becomes a new method used by a new community.
Still other deviants may move by stages into some other community and become accepted as members there.
This conception of method is historically oriented and relativistic. Methods
change slowly and continually; they develop, combine, and separate. They
have no timeless essence-or any essence they may have does not become
apparent in this approach-and are not separated by any fixed boundaries.
Some boundaries at some times are quite sharp, such as the boundary between the clinical and the experimental method, which nowadays is crossed
or straddled by few people. The Murray group at the Harvard Psychological
Clinic made such an attempt, but it does not seem to have caught on. Other
boundaries are rather indistinct and are freely crossed or well populated,
such as the boundary between statistical surveying and mathematical modeling in the 1950's and the boundary between statistical surveying and participant observation at present. In these cases one needs to use a good deal
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of care (or recklessness) in drawing a boundary, if indeed a boundary is
needed. Some border areas may be regarded as belonging indifferently to
one or the other adjacent method, and their true status may not become clear
until they have developed further. There are at least two such border areas
at present, each showing promise (and some achievement) of new methodological developments. One is the combination of experimentation and mathematical modeling that I shall discuss in chapter 4. The other is the combination of some aspects of particpant observation with survey research techniques
in the comparative study of particular political systems; much of this work
is still unpublished (for example, Frederick Frey's continuing work on Turkish politics). I shall discuss some earlier stages of this development in
chapter 12.
The task of the participant observer is to describe methods as they actually exist in a certain time period, which in the present case is the last two to
four decades. It is necessary to take account of practices, supporting ideologies, and ranges of deviation, and to relate these to each other.
A variety of techniques is available for this purpose. First, observation
of a literate culture includes, but is not limited to, reading its written output.
Published scientific work can be treated as artifacts of the culture, analogous
to potsherds, and can be used to reconstruct some of its typical modes of behavior. Articles on methodology can be treated like informants' reports in
work on nonliterate cultures. Like most such reports, they are likely to be
idealized accounts of what happens at best rather than what happens typically (for example, Nagel, 1961, pp. 503-520). Some are outright myths
(Lewin, 1936, eh. 1; Radcliffe-Brown, 1957), valuable as indicators of goals,
values, and belief systems. Polemical articles are useful indicators of variance in belief systems and of the boundaries of scientific communities.
To find out what actually happens in science, direct observation is necessary in addition to reading. This means observation of work in progress,
including the study of experimental apparatus, questionnaires, field notes
and diaries, uncompleted models, and particularly the comparison of different stages in the development of an apparatus, questionnaire, or model. It
means talking and listening, personally and in colloquia, about a scientist's
own work and about the work of others, in order to discover not only actual procedures but also particular modes of thinking, approaches to problems, and critical standards. Direct participation in scientific work, experiencing at first hand the problems and the 91odes of solution in use, is indispensable if one is to infer the actual performance behind published work
and to interpret the meaning of methodological discussions.
Values, beliefs, and attitudes can also be studied as they are being transmitted to new scientists. This socialization process can be observed by taking
and visiting courses, attending lectures, and looking at textbooks. One can
even learn something by taking part in those barbaric sacred rites called
"scientific conventions," though there it is difficult for outsiders to gain proper
entry to the mysteries.
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I do not mean to imply that I have used all of these techniques to the fullest, though I have done some of each and a great deal of most of them.
Like most accounts of method, the above is an idealization, constructed after the fact. My cry is the cry of all fledgling field workers: "If only I had
known at the beginning of my field work what I know now, I could have
done so much better!" Indeed, my own performance has been so far below
the ideal that I fear it resembles more the earliest anthropological work, the
reports of naive travelers to far-off lands. Like them, I journeyed to these
strange cultures originally in search of the gold of truth, hoping to exchange
my shiny philosophical trinkets for it, and stayed to marvel at the intricate
customs, the weird rituals, the incomprehensible feuds and wars, the admirable human beings I found there. I hope, however, that I have at times succeeded in approximating what Gluckman calls "the method of apt illustration" (Epstein, 1967, p. xiii), which is a step higher up the ladder than the
traveler's report. A still more adequate method, it seems to me now, would be
one that makes extensive use of quantitative data and statistical techniques;
but if I had adopted such a method this book would never have been finished.
Like all methods, the participant-observer method has its characteristic
biases and defects, and it is well to take note of them at the outset. To begin, some biases: First, the observer of a living system expects to find both
ideals and practices, norms and facts, in interplay with each other. He
looks for mechanisms of social control whereby practice is kept within an
acceptable range of ideals, and ideals are reinterpreted to remain relevant
to practice. He expects to find ranges of deviation beyond the allowable limit and is interested in the deviants as both indicators of strain and sources of
innovation and diffusion.
Second, the process of studying a living system from the inside leads one to
identify with it and to accept its own standards and outlook. Among anthropologists this tendency is expressed in the doctrine of cultural relativism, the
doctrine that each culture has its own problems and achievements, its own
strengths and weaknesses, and that it must be sustained and improved on its
own unique terms. However this tioctrine may have been misinterpreted by
eager philosophical critics and overextended by an occasional enthusiast, as
a methodological bias it simply expresses a resolve to understand a culture in
its own categories. It has no more metaphysical significance than the experimentalist's postulate of universal determinism, which expresses his resolve to
keep looking for causes. Cultural relativism ~s not incompatible with a search
for cultural universals, but it does carry with it a great skepticism about any
proposed universals, a belief that there are probably exceptions or that the
universal is usually described too narrowly. When an anthropologist does
claim to have found a valid universal, it is likely to be something quite abstract, a functional prerequisite that can be satisfied in different ways by different cultures-and even then he would not be surprised to hear of an exception or two. In the present context this characteristic bias becomes a belief that all -scientific methods must be understood in their own terms and im-
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proved in their own ways, and that any general characteristics of scientific method are likely to be requirements that can be satisfied in a variety
of ways.
One difficulty of the participant-observer method is its tendency to draw a
sharp boundary around its subject. Any scientific method has this tendency to
some extent, since what is studied is treated differently from the surrounding
material which is not studied. But the tendency is stronger in participant
observation because its practitioners attempt to interpret their subjects as
going systems, and systems have boundaries and boundary-maintenance
functions. If one's subject is a Pacific island culture or a small jungle tribe,
the tendency does not lead to appreciable distortions; indeed, the anthropologist who studies a whole isolated culture can correctly claim that he, of all
social scientists, is most justified in drawing a boundary around his subject.
But when the subject is a small town, a factory, a street corner gang, a
subculture, or in general anything that is also a part of a larger system, the
danger of distortion must be faced. In the present context the danger is in a
tendency to think that there are four, or five, or some other definite number
of methods in use, and to forget that there are also innumerable combinations, variations, and boundary cases. Some of the hybrids are misguided
artificial creations that cannot survive, but others may be valuable improvements or precursors of future methods, and still others may turn out to be
methods in their own right. There is a similar danger in thinking that the
social sciences are themselves sharply defined, simply because we are treating
them in that fashion. Actually they are an interdependent part of a larger
system, Western society, and probably of other systems as well.
Another difficulty in the participant-observer method is separating the observer's contribution, or bias, from the contribution made by his subject
matter. The account in the following chapters must be interpreted as partly
an expression of my own biases and partly an account of what is actually
there, and it will not be easy to separate the two, particularly if the reader
has biases of his own. One solution to the difficulty (though not necessarily the
best one) is for the observer to make his biases explicit, and I shall attempt
to do this.
In the first place, my original unconscious drift into the participant-observer
method expresses a preference for direct observation of particular fact and a
self-critical suspicion of all generalization and abstraction. It also expresses a
preference for complexity and disorder over clarity and simplicity, or, more
accurately, an ambivalence on this point. I regard positively all social science
methods and theories, but my admiration for logic and mathematics is a recent acquisition, so recent that I am still a novice rather than a fully initiated
adept. I dislike anything that claims superiority, dominance, or orthodoxy, and
I prefer to believe that all established truths, including my own, must be mistaken. My particular preference for psychoanalytic theory and my relative dislike for neoclassical economic theory will also soon become apparent. The
reader will undoubtedly find additional biases as he goes along.
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Preliminary View of the Social Sciences
Before beginning our detailed studies of particular methods, let us take a
quick preliminary look at the social sciences as a whole.
The social sciences are a doubly segmented society, divided by two principles of grouping that cut across each other. In this they resemble various
Plains Indian societies, such as the Cheyenne, whose members are divided
both into clans and into voluntary soldier societies. One principle of grouping,
the clan principle, is the professional field: for example, psychology, sociology, or economics. A person enters a field by taking the appropriate course
of training (socialization) and by finding a job recognized as belonging to
the field-teaching, research, clinical practice, etc. He remains in the field by
holding that job or moving to other jobs of higher status. Each field is controlled by its elders, who decide on job offerings, ad van cement, and co-aptation to the ruling group. Each main field has several subdivisions, but control
is largely retained by the field elders rather than those in the subfield. Individual departments of a university may combine two or more fields, but control
is still by field, as a member may move in and out of departments within his
field.
The other principle of grouping is the method. A person adopts a method
by engaging in supervised research (socialization) and continues by doing
more research, either individually or in teams. Members consult and criticize
each other, check each other's results or build on them, exchange techniques,
and in general collaborate extensively. Control of a method is a more complex process (which I shall discuss presently), but personal prestige is more
important than official position because of extensive personal collaboration.
A method provides opportunities for achievement and influence, while a field
with its primarily ascriptive values provides financial and emotional security,
official advancement, power, and personal identity.
The conflict between these two modes of grouping is a prominent feature of the
society. The two are interdependent in that work achievement is demanded for
membership and advancement in a field, while financial security is necessary
for work. But the strengthening and consolidation of each system tends to
weaken the other, because they cut across one another. Increased cohesiveness of a field cuts one off from colleagues in other fields using the same method
and thus reduces the wide collaboration that is important for scientific advance.
Conversely, wide-ranging collaboration reinforces methodological differences
within a field and leads to increased strife and polemics within departments and
at field conventions.
The conflict is functional for social science as a whole, because it preserves
integration by preventing subsystems from becoming too cohesive. The fact
that methods and fields largely cut across one another forces users of different
methods together within a field, while it brings members of different fields together within a method. Whenever a field (such as experimental psychology
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recently or economics fifty years ago) achieves substantial unity of method and
high internal cohesion, contact with other fields and with other methods is
weakened and theory stagnates. The field moves into a scholastic phase in
which attention is focused on smaller and smaller details within an essentially
unchanging theoretical framework. A similar stagnation of method would occur if one method were completely isolated from others.
Conflict between the two subsystems, and therefore the unity of the social
science system as a whole, can be maintained only insofar as each subsystem
maintains its own unity against the disrupting influence of the other. How is
this done? The unity of a field, I suspect, is essentially maintained by the jobplacement system. The field elders must maintain extensive and close personal
contacts to carry out their control task. They must continually exchange information about job applicants and openings, promotions, moves, and departmental politics affecting future openings and applicants. Newer field members
develop extensive contacts for the same purpose. My guess is that a content
analysis of intimate conversation at conventions and during visits would show
a higher frequency of job conversation than of scientific discussion. These
contacts unite proponents of different methods as friends and reduce methodological prejudices. If methodological commitment is too strong, contact
is limited to those using similar methods, departments become specialized
in a particular approach, and the field becomes fragmented. A corollary of
this suggestion is that when jobs are plentiful, job control and field unity
will be weakened and collaboration across field boundaries will increase.
A second and derivative basis of field unity is the personal identification of
individual scientists within a field. A scientist will identify himself as an anthropologist, for instance, rather than as a survey researcher. This means that a
field takes on some of the characteristics of a clan; one belongs to it, is accepted by it, and finds security in it. Other field members are brothers and one
has an obligation of loyalty to them, even though they may use different methods. Contact with nonfield members may be adventuresome and exciting, but
also carries a danger of disloyalty and betrayal and, in extreme cases, even
loss of identity. Consequently, collaboration across fields on the basis of a
shared method is usually, in the cases I have examined, a cautious affair
marked by emotional reserve and frequent reaffirmation of personal differences.
Unity of method is maintained in a more complex way because methods are
less institutionalized than fields. Socialization is important in transmitting the
culture of a method, but it is often weakened by cross-socialization in a methodologically mixed department. After socialization is completed, deviation
is controlled by the methodologists, who function as moralists prescribing
canons of methodological purity. In addition, they create myths that dramatize the importance of correct behavior-for example, historical myths that describe the progress of science from error and superstition (false methods) to
its present enlightenment (true method). Galileo is the hero of many histofical
myths, so much so that one turns to a new account of Galileo's work in the
confident anticipation of enjoying a new myth. The empiricists tell how their
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hero dared to look for himself and associate him vaguely with the leaning
tower of Pisa and the moons of Jupiter. The formalists point to his crude experimental apparatus-waterclocks and wooden planks-and argue that his infrequent "experimenting" was simply a device to give his formal models an
empirical interpretation. Lewin in turn makes him out to be a proto-clinician
in disguise (Lewin, 1936, eh. 1). In addition to historical myths, there are
utopias showing how the golden future of science will be brought about
through methodological correctness. Autobiographical accounts reveal
that these myths and methodological prescriptions are taken seriously (Hamans, 1962, eh. 1; Skinner, 1959b). (In Skinner's myth he himself is
the hero). For those disposed to wander, there are myths about the lost
sheep, the pseudo-scientists who use false methods, illustrating the horrible
consequences of deviation (Gray, 1962). Here again one finds in conversation that (for example) the experimentalist's fears of sinking gradually
into the clinicians' morass or the formalists' mathematical fantasies are real
and strong. Against insidious moral danger, constant striving for purity
of method is the only protection.
The gentle persuasion of the moralist-methodologist is supplemented by the
stronger witchcraft of the journal editor. If one wonders about the remarkable
uniformity of method displayed in certain journals and asks the authors of
articles why they write that way, they answer, "It's always done that way,
that's science, isn't it? You do A, B, C, etc. Besides, we couldn't get it published any other way" (cf. also Riesman and Watson, 1964, p. 311). Then
there is the occasional anguished cry of the bewitched victim: "One year of
research down the drain to satisfy an editor's pet theory!"
These specific unifying influences give guidance to a more pervasive influence, the diffuse sanctions inherent in widespread collaboration with one's
peers. And, finally, the unity of a fellowship of work is strengthened by occasional polemics with misguided proponents of different methods.
The continuous interplay between method and field is, perhaps, occasionally affected by another character, this one an outsider, the philosopher of science. I learned early to avoid these missionary types; their continuous cry,
"Repent! You aren't being truly scientific! That was only an explanation
sketch, not an explanation!" was unedifying and wearying. Others of a different theological orientation, but equally unedifying, would say "Stop trying
to act like scientists! The phrase 'policy science' is logically self-contradictory!" Their numerous theological arguments were also uninteresting; they
seemed mainly to disagree over whether social scientists could in principle
be saved and go to the heaven of physics or whether they were predestined
to damnation. As for this heaven, I cannot tell whether it exists or is
another myth, but at any rate I heard marvelously varied accounts of it.
Their disputes always seemed to be phrased in terms of how it was in
physics, a field which they knew well. Some of them talked in addition of
a second heaven above physics, called "fully axiomatized science," a
heaven with its own ideal language and method. The doings of social sci-
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entists interested them little, except as a basis for a catalog of error; if social
scientists did well, they would eventually be in physics anyway, and their
present earthly ways would be forgotten.
More recently I have come across a new kind of missionary, exemplified by
Kaplan (1964) and perhaps Mischel (1966), who force me to revise my earlier
stereotype. This new missionary does not speak of repentance and salvation,
bttt says, rather, "If I am to be helpful to these people, I must first learn to
understand them." Instead of making quick forays into the social sciences in
pursuit of sinners, he goes to live there and seems actually to enjoy it. With
these new missionaries I can be friends, as long as they avoid theology.
Still more recently I have come to appreciate Hempel's work, have seen its
value for science, and have used some of his ideas in my own thinking. But
it still is the case that my interest is different froin that of most philosophers of
science. I wish to be neither coach nor umpire, as Kaplan classifies the
philosophers. I wish simply to understand and describe the methods of social
scientists, to see what they are really up to, and to note both pitfalls and improvements as they appear. I do not wish to dispute about the timeless characteristics of an ideal science, only to describe present developments in all
their variety and historical uniqueness. I do not wish to be a philosopher
of science, where of means "different from and superior to." I wish
only to participate in the scientific enterprise here and now, contributing those
particular things of which I am capable.
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